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Super-Resolution Imaging of Plasmodesmata Using Three-Dimensional Structured Illumination Microscopy

Jessica Fitzgibbon, Karen Bell, Emma King, and Karl Oparka*

We used three-dimensional structured illumination microscopy (3D-SIM) to obtain subdiffraction (“super-resolution”) images of plasmodesmata (PD) expressing a green fluorescent protein-tagged viral movement protein (MP) in tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum). In leaf parenchyma cells, we were able to resolve individual components of PD (neck and central cavities) at twice the resolution of a confocal microscope. Within the phloem, MP-green fluorescent protein filaments extended outward from the specialized pore-PD that connect sieve elements (SEs) with their companion cells (CCs) along the tubular sieve element reticulum (SER). The SER was shown to interconnect individual pore-PD at the SE-CC interface. 3D-SIM resolved fine (less than 100 nm) endoplasmic reticulum threads running into individual pore-PD as well as strands that crossed sieve plate pores, structurally linking SEs within a file. Our data reveal that MP entering the SE from the CC may remain associated with the SER. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching experiments revealed that this MP pool is relatively immobile compared with the membrane probe 3,3’-dihexyloxacarbocyanine iodide, suggesting that MP may become sequestered by the SER once it has entered the SE. The advent of 3D-SIM offers considerable potential in the subdiffraction imaging of plant cells, bridging an important gap between confocal and electron microscopy.
microscope (about 500 nm in z). A further advantage of 3D-SIM is that it permits the imaging of conventional fluorescent reporters and dyes that are compatible with confocal imaging, allowing a direct correlation of 3D-SIM and confocal images (Schermelleh et al., 2008).

The phloem of higher plants is a major conduit for the long-distance transport of solutes (Oparka and Turgeon, 1999) and also functions as a “superhighway” for macromolecular trafficking (Lucas and Lee, 2004; Kehr and Buhtz, 2008; Lee and Cui, 2009). However, the phloem is difficult to image with conventional optical microscopy (Knoblauch and van Bel, 1998; Oparka and Turgeon, 1999; van Bel et al., 2002). Sieve elements (SEs), the conducting cells of the phloem, are enucleate yet contain a plethora of proteins and RNAs associated with long-distance signaling and defense (van Bel and Gaupels, 2004; Lee and Cui, 2009). Many of these macromolecules are synthesized in the companion cell (CC) and passed into the SE via the specialized pore-plasmodesmata (PD) that connect the two cell types (Oparka and Turgeon, 1999; van Bel et al., 2002). Pore-PD have been suggested to be a major “lifeline” from CC to SE (van Bel et al., 2002), but the exact nature of this pathway remains unresolved.

Our current understanding of PD substructure is derived largely from electron microscope studies (Roberts, 2005). Such methods are time-consuming and do not permit facile protein localization within PD. Recent proteomics approaches have been successful in identifying new proteins associated with PD (Maule, 2008). Localization of these proteins with confocal microscopy results in the appearance of discrete punctae at the cell wall, consistent with the location of pit fields (Faulkner et al., 2008), but does not pinpoint specific protein locations within PD. In general, there is a growing gap between proteomics studies of plant organelles, including PD, and the ability to ascribe accurate addresses to these proteins (Millar et al., 2009; Moore and Murphy, 2009). The advent of 3D-SIM prompted us to explore the potential of subdiffraction imaging in plant cells, with a view to obtaining improved florescence resolution of PD. We used 3D-SIM to examine PD in a transgenic tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum) line expressing the viral movement protein (MP) of Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) fused to GFP. Using a specific antibody to callose, a wall constituent located at the PD collar, we were able to resolve clearly the structure of single, simple PD in epidermal cells at 100-nm resolution, discriminating between the neck region of the pore and the central cavity to which it connects (Roberts and Oparka, 2003; Faulkner et al., 2008). 3D-SIM also revealed details of the central cavities of complex PD seen previously only with the electron microscope (Ding et al., 1992; Ehlers and Kollmann, 2001; Faulkner et al., 2008).

Using 3D-SIM, we were able to image PD sequentially from the epidermis to the phloem within vascular bundles, producing unparalleled images of sieve plate pores and the specialized pore-PD that connect SEs with their CCs. In the SEs, MP was no longer restricted to the central cavities of PD but became distributed along the SE parietal layer, connecting all the pore-PD along the SE-CC interface. We were able to detect fine threads of MP parietal layer, suggesting that the SE may sequester TMV MP on or within the sieve element reticulum (SER).

Our data reveal that 3D-SIM is especially suited to the subdiffraction imaging of plant cells and yields spatial information not previously possible with conventional fluorescence-based imaging. The unique optical sectioning capacity of 3D-SIM and the ability to produce multicolor imaging with conventional fluorophores offer enormous potential in plant cell biology.

RESULTS

Simple PD

To obtain comparisons of PD using different imaging techniques, we first examined PD using confocal microscopy and subsequently with 3D-SIM. We were unable to locate directly the same PD pores with both techniques but were able to collect images from the same regions of tissue for comparison. In the 3D-SIM microscope, we were able to collect conventional wide-field images in parallel with the 3D-SIM images, providing a direct resolution comparison of the same PD at the same optical depth within the tissue.

In the leaf epidermis, MP-labeled PD showed the characteristic punctae in the cell wall described previously using confocal imaging (Roberts et al., 2001; Faulkner et al., 2008). When leaf tissue was labeled with callose antibody, we obtained strong signals from both GFP (488 nm) and callose (Alexa 594; Fig. 1A), and these signals overlapped to produce characteristic yellow punctae within the cell wall. However, we were unable to resolve the signals clearly or to identify individual PD pores. Comparisons of the same PD viewed by conventional wide-field fluorescence imaging and 3D-SIM are shown in Figure 1 (C–G). Wide-field imaging revealed a significant overlap of the callose/GFP signals in the cell wall (Fig. 1, E and G). However, using 3D-SIM, we were able to resolve individual simple PD and to separate the GFP and Alexa 594 signals clearly (Fig. 1, C, D, and F). Measurements of individual PD estimated the callose signal to extend laterally in the cell wall for about 187 ± 6 nm (n = 32), slightly larger than the dimension of the raised wall collar that surrounds the PD pore (100 nm; Faulkner et al., 2008). While the dimensions of the callose signal were consistent for each simple
pore, those of the central cavities varied considerably. In many pores, the central cavity appeared spherical (Fig. 1C), while in others, it extended laterally in the region of the middle lamella (Fig. 1F). Significantly, 3D-SIM revealed an unlabeled region of about 136 nm ($\pm$ 6 nm; $n = 15$) between the central cavity and the callose collars. This region lacked viral MP and most likely corresponds to the region of pore that connects the PD entrance to the underlying cavity (Fig. 1B). In many cases, we observed two callose collars in one cell face and a single collar in the adjoining cell face (Fig. 1D), consistent with the images of Y-shaped PD often reported in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies (Faulkner et al., 2008). Using optical sectioning, we were able to image successive longitudinal “slices” of single PD within the cell wall, locating the two distinct pores that connect to the same central cavity (Fig. 1H).

Figure 1. Simple and branched PD viewed with confocal, wide-field, and 3D-SIM imaging. A, Conventional confocal image showing PD containing MP-GFP (green) labeled with callose antibody (Alexa 594; red). Overlapping signals appear yellow (arrows), but individual PD are not resolved. Bar = 5 $\mu$m. B to G, 3D-SIM images of simple PD. B, Diagram of a single PD pore, showing callose collars (red) separated from a single central cavity (green). C to F, 3D-SIM spatially resolves the callose collars of individual PD from the central cavity. The corresponding wide-field images of the same pores pictured in D and F are shown in E and G, respectively. A Y-shaped PD configuration is shown in D. An extension of the central cavity is seen in F (arrowhead). W, Cell wall. Bars = 1 $\mu$m. H, A z series taken using 3D-SIM of a single PD pore. The individual images are 125 nm apart. Note that two pores can be seen (arrows), each leading to a shared central cavity (arrowhead). Bar = 1 $\mu$m. I to M, Comparative images of PD central cavities obtained with wide-field illumination (I), 3D-SIM (K and L), and EM (M). L shows a z stack of an entire pit field, with the boxed region, enlarged in K, revealing fine wall partitions (arrowheads) that separate individual central cavities. Similar partitions are shown in the EM image in M (arrows), in which the viral MP within central cavities is immunolabeled with gold (arrowheads). J shows a diagrammatic representation of a branched PD pore. Bars = 5 $\mu$m (L) and 1 $\mu$m (M).
Branched PD

While the PD that connect epidermal cells are predominantly simple in architecture, those that connect the epidermis-mesophyll and mesophyll-mesophyll boundaries are branched and arranged in discrete pit fields (Fig. 1, I–L). Using wide-field imaging of the epidermis-mesophyll interface, we could detect characteristic pit fields within which MP-GFP was detected in discrete punctae (Fig. 1I; Faulkner et al., 2008). Imaging these pit fields with 3D-SIM revealed a remarkable complexity in central cavity structure that could not be resolved with wide-field imaging (Fig. 1K) and showed that many of the punctae seen with wide-field imaging could be resolved into two or more closely associated central cavities (Fig. 1K, arrowheads). Some of these central cavities extended for up to 600 nm within the cell wall (Fig. 1K; the complete pit field is shown in Fig. 1L). Many had a horseshoe-shaped cross-section (Fig. 1K), also seen in glancing sections of the wall using comparative EM (Fig. 1M; for interpretation, see Fig. 1J). In the EM, such cavities are separated by narrow wall partitions (Fig. 1M; Faulkner et al., 2008) that could also be resolved with 3D-SIM (Fig. 1K). We were also able to image the complex PD that connect the epidermis with trichomes (Faulkner et al., 2008). By imaging the basal cell wall of the trichome in face view, we were able to optically section in z through all PD at a single wall interface (Fig. 2A). Figure 2B shows a z series, each section 125 nm apart, of an individual complex PD at the trichome-epidermis interface. Note that the channels leading from individual PD pores at the surface become progressively fused in the region of the middle lamella. Following pectinase treatment, we were able to image PD in elongated parenchyma cells surrounding vascular bundles. Here, the central cavities became increasingly elaborate, and optical sections of the cell wall revealed many closely adjacent cavities that had fused to form one extended cavity in the middle lamella region of wall (Fig. 2, C–E). The callose signals revealed that these cavities were shared by numerous overlying PD pores. These central cavities extended for over 1 μm in the middle lamella region of wall (Fig. 2, D and E).

Phloem PD

In pectinase-treated tissues, we were able to separate out phloem strands from surrounding tissues (van Bel and Koops, 1985) and to examine the PD that connect different phloem cell types. As above, we compared wide-field fluorescence and 3D-SIM images of the same cells using the same oil-immersion objective. Callose labeling of SEs with Alexa 594 revealed an exception-
ally strong signal from sieve plates (Fig. 3). Using conventional imaging, we could detect small red spots on the sieve plates, consistent with the location of callose around the sieve plate pores, but were unable to resolve clearly the individual pores (Fig. 3A). By contrast, 3D-SIM resolved the individual sieve plate pores clearly (Fig. 3B). The average diameter of the pores was $276 \pm 16$ nm ($n = 21$), and the callose collars extended this diameter to $568 \pm 22$ nm ($n = 21$).

Using 3D-SIM, we were also able to generate optical stacks through entire SE-CC complexes. For example, Figure 3C shows an optical stack of 67 separate sections, each 125 nm apart. The rotation of this image can be viewed in Supplemental Movie S1. Using optical stacking, we were also able to resolve the individual lateral sieve area pores connecting adjacent SEs (Fig. 3D; Supplemental Movie S2) and the pore-PD that connect SEs and CCs at their shared interface (Figs. 3C and 4, C–E).

**Fine Strands of MP Interconnect Pore-PD at the SE-CC Interface**

In confocal images of the phloem, we noticed that MP-GFP was no longer located exclusively in the central cavities of PD but extended longitudinally within the SEs (Fig. 4A). Using 3D-SIM, we could resolve MP-decorated strands of about $144 \pm 6$ nm ($n = 30$) diameter that could be traced for up to 40 μm along the SE parietal layer, specifically at the SE-CC junction, and noticed that these strands connected individual pore-PD (Fig. 4B). In surface views of the SE-CC interface, we were able to resolve the callose collars of the individual pore-PD leading into the SE (Figs. 4, C–E, and 5A). Measurements showed the pores to have a diameter of $188 \pm 8$ nm ($n = 26$), significantly smaller than the sieve plate pores. The callose collars extended the pore diameter to $510 \pm 19$ nm ($n = 26$). The intricate association of the MP strands with the pores is shown in Fig. 4 (C–E) and in Supplemental Movie S3. Optical sectioning of the SE-CC interface revealed that the strands were linked into a network, often running into the center or around the perimeters, of the pore-PD (Figs. 4, C–E, and 5A). Such fine strands could not be resolved with wide-field fluorescence imaging (Fig. 4F).

In many SEs, we observed up to four fine strands extending from each pore (Fig. 5A). The average diameter of these strands was $89 \pm 6$ nm ($n = 6$), at

---

**Figure 3.** 3D-SIM images of SEs. A, A sieve plate (SP) imaged using confocal microscopy (callose, red; cellulose, blue). Sieve plate pores are seen as red dots but cannot be resolved. Bar = 5 μm. B, Comparative 3D-SIM image. Note that the individual sieve plate pores, and their callose collars lining them, are resolved clearly. Bar = 5 μm. C, SE-CC complex. The image is a stack of 67 images taken with 3D-SIM. Callose (red) is associated with sieve plate pores and with pore-PD (arrows). Bar = 5 μm. D, SE showing lateral sieve area pores (arrows) near the sieve plate. Bar = 5 μm.
the limit of resolution of 3D-SIM. However, we were unable to detect equivalent strands of MP in the adjoining CC (data not shown). The SER is composed of an elaborate system of tubular elements and stacked cisternae that, together with the plasma membrane, mitochondria, and plastids, form the SE parietal layer (Evert, 1990; van Bel et al., 2002). The cytoskeleton is absent from enucleate SEs (Evert, 1990), making the tubular SER a likely candidate for MP targeting. To confirm this, we stained SEs with the red vital ER stain, hexyl rhodamine B (Fig. 6, A and B). As this dye photobleaches rapidly and has an emission of 574 nm, we were unable to use the 594-nm line of the 3D-SIM microscope. Using confocal microscopy, we found that MP colocalized with the tubular component of the SER (Fig. 6, A and B) but not with the stacked parietal cisternae. Also, while MP labeled the ER at the SE-CC interface only (Fig. 6B), hexyl rhodamine B stained the entire SER (data not shown). To obtain comparative TEM images, tissue was postfixed in osmium and embedded in resin. The TEM images showed good preservation of SEs, as judged by a lack of plasmolysis and the intact appearance of SE plastids, organelles acutely sensitive to SE turgor loss (Supplemental Fig. S1, A and B; Barclay et al., 1976; Ehlers et al., 2000). Using the MP-GFP tobacco line, we were able to image the SER using TEM for comparison with the 3D-SIM images. In glancing sections of the SE wall, the SER was visible as a fine, tubular network identical to that seen with 3D-SIM (Supplemental Fig. S1, B and C). Measurements of the tubular SER revealed an average diameter of 77 ± 3 nm (n = 11).

100-nm Strands of ER Traverse Sieve Plate Pores

Next, we examined the surfaces of sieve plates connecting individual SEs. Here, we also found tubular elements of MP-decorated SER (Fig. 5B). In optical stacks of sieve plates, the sieve plate pores had the appearance of “cotton reels” due to the callose cylinders lining them (Fig. 5, B and E–H; Supplemental Movie S4). In many of these pores, we noticed that the preservation of SEs, as judged by a lack of plasmolysis and the intact appearance of SE plastids, organelles acutely sensitive to SE turgor loss (Supplemental Fig. S1, A and B; Barclay et al., 1976; Ehlers et al., 2000). Using the MP-GFP tobacco line, we were able to image the SER using TEM for comparison with the 3D-SIM images. In glancing sections of the SE wall, the SER was visible as a fine, tubular network identical to that seen with 3D-SIM (Supplemental Fig. S1, B and C). Measurements of the tubular SER revealed an average diameter of 77 ± 3 nm (n = 11).

100-nm Strands of ER Traverse Sieve Plate Pores

Next, we examined the surfaces of sieve plates connecting individual SEs. Here, we also found tubular elements of MP-decorated SER (Fig. 5B). In optical stacks of sieve plates, the sieve plate pores had the appearance of “cotton reels” due to the callose cylinders lining them (Fig. 5, B and E–H; Supplemental Movie S4). In many of these pores, we noticed that the
tubular SER became thinned down into fine strands of about $103 \pm 3$ nm ($n = 30$) in diameter that appeared to traverse the sieve plates (Fig. 5B). To examine this further, we rotated the optical stack to obtain 3D images of single sieve plate pores. This confirmed that the fine strands were running longitudinally across individual pores from one SE to the next (Fig. 5, E–H). By TEM, we were able to detect similar ER strands of about 80 nm traversing sieve plate pores (Fig. 5C) and lying against sieve plates (Fig. 5D).

**FRAP of Enucleate SEs**

To determine if the MP-GFP located on the SER was mobile, we imaged phloem strands from intact petioles and photobleached the SER using high-intensity illumination at 488 nm with the confocal microscope. MP-GFP showed little recovery into the photo-bleached area (Fig. 6C). To determine if tissue isolation had disrupted the SER, we also performed FRAP on SEs stained with 3,3'-dihexyloxacarbocyanine iodide (DiOC₆), a membrane potential probe that selectively stains the ER (Martens et al., 2006). In contrast to MP-GFP, DiOC₆ showed a rapid recovery into the photo-bleached area (Fig. 6C), indicating that the SER was continuous between the bleached and unbleached regions of the SE.

**DISCUSSION**

Despite a historical acceptance that resolution is limited by diffraction (for review, see Huang et al., 2009), there has been a rapid expansion of imaging techniques that break the diffraction barrier. Many of these have achieved improved resolution in either the $x$-$y$ or $z$ axes, but 3D-SIM is currently the only method that achieves 2-fold increases in resolution in both dimensions (Schermelleh et al., 2008). The relative ease of 3D-SIM and its improved capacity for optical $z$ stacking over confocal microscopy made it an ideal choice for imaging PD, structures below the limit of
resolution of conventional fluorescence imaging. At present, 3D-SIM, in common with many of the other super-resolution approaches, does not achieve live-cell imaging and is restricted to samples that must remain static during imaging. TEM remains the highest resolution technique for imaging plant cells, although the major advantages of 3D-SIM over TEM are the ability to localize a wide range of proteins rapidly using conventional fluorophores and its ability to rapidly produce 3D information. Unlike confocal imaging, 3D-SIM cannot yet be used to image protein dynamics using photoactivatable probes, although recent reports suggest that super-resolution techniques will enter the domain of live-cell imaging in the near future (Huang et al., 2009).

Although the membrane-lined pore of PD is about 50 nm (Roberts, 2005), the width of the raised wall collars extends the structural diameter of tobacco PD to about 100 nm (Faulkner et al., 2008), within the resolution limit of 3D-SIM (Schermelleh et al., 2008). We have shown that different components of PD (collar and central cavity) can be spatially resolved with accuracy. Within the phloem, a tissue recalcitrant to conventional imaging, 3D-SIM resolved sieve plate pores, lateral sieve areas, and the pore-PD that connect CC and SE. In the last of these, we were able to image individual strands of ER entering the pore from the SE side of the cell wall. Recently, Truernit et al. (2008) described a clearing method for measuring a range of phloem parameters in three dimensions using confocal imaging. This method is still limited by diffraction, but used in combination with 3D-SIM it may offer an approach to studying phloem architecture at super-resolution.

Previously, we showed that the MP of *Cucumber mosaic virus* (CMV) entered SEs during virus infection, and we noted a fibrillar structure within SEs that was below the limit of resolution (Blackman et al., 1998). We show here that this structure is likely to be the tubular SER and that the TMV MP also enters SEs via PD to become distributed throughout the SER (shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6D). Although MP-GFP must enter the enucleate SE from the CC (Oparka and Turgeon, 1999), our FRAP data suggest that MP is relatively immobile in the SE parietal layer compared with the ER membrane probe (DiOC₆). TMV MP has been shown previously to accumulate as a fibrillar material in the central cavities of PD, possibly within

---

**Figure 6.** A and B, Confocal images of the SE-CC interface stained with the red ER-specific dye, hexyl rhodamine B (arrows; A). The corresponding MP-GFP image (B) shows that MP decorates the SER specifically within the SE (arrows). Bar = 5 μm. C, FRAP data in which the GFP-labeled SER was photobleached with high-intensity illumination at 488 nm. The recovery profiles for DiOC₆ (blue) and GFP (green) are shown for the same bleach conditions. D, Diagrammatic representation of the relationship of the SER with sieve plate pores (SP) and pore-PD (PPU) as revealed by 3D-SIM. MP-GFP (green) highlights the SER at the SE-CC interface only and labels the SER strands that connect individual pore-PD. The SER forms a continuum between SE and CC. Callose associated with pore-PD and sieve plate pores is shown in red.
the extended desmotubule lumen (Ding et al., 1992). However, we have been unable to determine the exact location (membrane or lumen) of MP-GFP that decorates the SER. The lack of mobility of MP in the SER may reflect the fact that it is sequestered on this unique structure. Electron micrographs depicting SER in surface views are extremely rare, but those that do (Evert, 1978; Warmbrodt, 1986) reveal an intricate strand-like network identical to that reported here using 3D-SIM (Supplemental Fig. S1C). This fine SER network is quite unlike that of nucleate parenchyma cells (Brandizzi et al., 2002; Runions et al., 2006). The SER may be involved in a range of functions (van Bel et al., 2002) and has recently been suggested to be a Ca$^{2+}$ reservoir essential for the maintenance of long-distance electrical signals in the phloem (Furch et al., 2007). Only a limited number of organelles remain in the mature SE (Evert, 1990; Oparka and Turgeon, 1999; van Bel et al., 2002), but despite the selective autolysis of the cell, the SE parietal layer contains several biosynthetic enzymes (Bird et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2003), transporters (Meyer et al., 2004), protein signals (Khan et al., 2007), and transcripts (for review, see Lee and Cui, 2009). These raw materials are supplied by the CC and passed selectively into the SE (Oparka and Turgeon, 1999; van Bel et al., 2002). To achieve this feat, the SE must anchor these components in the face of mass flow occurring through the sieve tube lumen (Sjolund, 1997; Ehlers et al., 2000).

Many viral ribonucleoprotein complexes enter SEs for long-distance transport and exit the phloem at distant sites in the plant (Kehr and Buhtz, 2008; Lee and Cui, 2009). We showed recently that infectious TMV RNA becomes anchored to the cortical ER within seconds of its injection into a single trichome cell (Christensen et al., 2009). The TMV MP remodels the cortical ER during infection (Heinlein et al., 1998; Gillespie et al., 2002) and transfers the viral genome through PD (Guenoune-Gelbart et al., 2008). The continuous ER network through PD in the form of the central desmotubule (Roberts, 2005), as well as the maintained continuity of ER within and between SEs (Evert, 1990), suggest that some viruses may require to locate the ER only once during infection, subsequently depending on the cortical ER to “hitch a ride” to the SE (Christensen et al., 2009). At present, we have been unable to determine why MP is restricted to the SE-CC interface, as the SER encircles the entire SE parietal layer (Evert, 1990; Martens et al., 2006). The radial distances for MP diffusion on the SER within the SE are small compared with the axial dimensions, so there appears to be no a priori reason why MP should not associate with the entire SER. One possibility is that a functionally unique form of SER occurs at the SE-CC interface, making it possible for selective protein transport to occur between these two cell types.

Previously, we showed using FRAP that ER coupling between CCs and SEs is extensive compared with other cell types (Martens et al., 2006). It has been suggested that the TMV MP may also diffuse between infected and noninfected cells via the membrane of the desmotubule (Guenoune-Gelbart et al., 2008). Our data here suggest that small membrane-bound molecules (e.g. DiOC$_6$), in addition to moving between CC and SE, may also diffuse along the SER, although the lateral diffusion of the TMV MP appears to be restricted. During natural TMV infection, it is thus possible that the SER represents the “end of the line” for viral MP once invasion of the SE has occurred. The appearance of MP on the SER begs the question of why MP is not normally retained on the ER of nonvascular parenchyma cells during TMV infection. During early TMV infection, MP decorates the ER but is subsequently removed by the host cell, later appearing on microtubules (Gillespie et al., 2002). The most likely explanation for the removal of MP from the ER is that nucleate parenchyma cells have a cytoskeleton-based degradation pathway (Gillespie et al., 2002; Reichel et al., 2006) that is absent from the enucleate SEs.

Over 40 years ago, using conventional light microscopy, Thaine and colleagues (Thaine, 1961; Thaine et al., 1967) described fine “transcellular strands” in enucleate SEs and suggested that these were involved in phloem translocation. These membranous strands were later dismissed as diffraction artifacts (Etes, 1963) or bundles of P-protein filaments created by wounding (Johnson et al., 1976). Thaine and colleagues would have been unable to resolve the fine strands that we observed here using subdiffraction imaging. However, their images may have represented larger bundles of SER strands running longitudinally along the SE-CC interface.

Using 3D-SIM, we have been able to resolve several structures seen previously only with the electron microscope. Significantly, we were able to use standard cytological methods and fluorophores compatible with confocal imaging. The fields of cell biology and molecular plant pathology are likely to benefit enormously from the application of 3D-SIM.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Plant Material**

*Tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum 'Xanthi')* plants expressing TMV MP-GFP (Roberts et al., 2001) and cv Samsun nn plants were grown from seed in a heated glasshouse and used for experiments between 30 and 55 d old.

**Confocal Microscopy**

For imaging GFP, longitudinal sections of petiole were prepared using a Vibroslice Tissue Slicer HA752 (Camden Instruments). Petioles were embedded in 5% Phytoagar (Duchefa Biochemie) to stabilize before cutting into approximately 100-μm sections. The excess Phytoagar was trimmed before the tissue was briefly counterstained with aniline blue to visualize callose at sieve plates. The tissue was mounted in water and viewed through a coverslip.

To image the ER in SEs, tissue sections were prepared as above and then stained with hexyl rhodamine B (Invitrogen) at 0.1 μg mL$^{-1}$.

The tissues were imaged using a Leica SP2 confocal laser scanning microscope (Leica Microsystems) with a ×63 water-immersion lens (HCX PLAPO CS; Leica Microsystems). Aniline blue was excited using a 405-nm
FRAP was performed using the Leica Confocal Suite FRAP Wizard. Five prebleach images were collected with a 488-nm laser at 20% intensity (×46 water objective, unidirectional scan, zoom ×3, resolution 512 × 512), and then a 10-μm region was specifically bleached using 10 scans with the 488-nm laser at 100% intensity. Postbleach images were then collected using the same settings as the prebleach images for approximately 15 min in total. Scans were taken every 1 s for the first 30 s, then every 10 s for the next 150 s, and then every 1 min for the subsequent 12 min.

The background fluorescence was subtracted from all values, and each series was corrected for bleaching during the postbleach acquisition phase using an area of fluorescence outside of the cell containing the region of interest for reference. Fluorescence readings were then normalized to percentage values of the prebleach fluorescence, and the normalized measurements were averaged.

Supplemental Data

The following materials are available in the online version of this article.

Supplemental Figure S1. SEs and CCs.
Supplemental Movie S1. Movie showing the rotation of a single SE (from Fig. 3C).
Supplemental Movie S2. Movie showing the rotation of two adjacent sieve plates (one shown in Fig. 3D).
Supplemental Movie S3. Movie of Figure 4B, showing the MP-decorated SER and its relationship with pore-PD.
Supplemental Movie S4. Movie of Figure 5E, showing the movement of sieve elements in minor veins of Nicotiana clevelandii. Plant Cell 10: 525–537
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